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ABSTRACT
Documentum Enterprise Content Integration (ECI) servicesis a
content integration middleware that provides one-query access to
the Intranet and Internet content resources. The ECI Adapter tech-
nology offers an interface to any application for data and metadata
extraction from unstructured Web pages. It offers a unique frame-
work of wrapper production, automatic recovery and maintenance,
developed at Xerox Research Centre Europe and based on state-of-
art algorithms from machine learning and grammatical inference.
In this paper we analyze the performance of ECI adapters deployed
in current commercial installations. We benefit from accessing re-
ports on daily tests for all ECI commercially deployed adapters col-
lected from June 2003 to December 2005. Using the daily reports,
we analyze different aspects of the wrapper technology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous; I.2.6
[Learning]: Induction; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—
performance measures

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Measurement

Keywords
Documentum, information integration, Web wrappers

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, wrapping Web sources has been a hot

research topic in the data extraction, mediation and integration do-
mains. Nowadays, despite the progress in XML publishing and
Web services, wrapping Web sites that publish human-oriented HTML
pages remains an important component of Semantic Web efforts.

The diversity of different wrapping techniques proposed indata
mediation and machine learning communities is remarkable [10,
12, 13, 14]. Several efforts to survey and classify existingap-
proaches and techniques have been undertaken in [1, 5]. However,
the major open issue remains the comparative evaluation of differ-
ent wrapping methods. Similarly to the situation in information
extraction [11], comparing different methods remains a challenge
for the reasons of lack of agreed evaluation testbed and multiple
inconsistencies in the experimental procedures.

Furthermore, requirements to wrapper technologies have essen-
tially evolved over the last decade. This evolution went through
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three major steps. Initially, the wrapper techniques were competing
in theexpressiveness(i.e., a capacity to accurately wrap any given
Web site) andadaptability (i.e., the automatic generation without
coding). Later, the need for wrapper maintenance imposed addi-
tional requirements, such asrobustnessandautomatic repairingof
wrappers. Finally, the commercial deployment of wrappers add re-
quirements ofscalabilityandoptimal quality control.

In the absence of an agreed evaluation testbed, in this paperwe
report on the commercial deployment of one specific wrapper prod-
uct, namely, the ECI (former AskOnce) wrapper technology devel-
oped at Xerox Research Centre Europe in 1999-2002.

The first commercial deployment of AskOnce wrapper technol-
ogy (version 3) dated 2000; it was addressing primarily the wrap-
per production needs. Version 3 included the Graphical Wrap-
per Toolkit, where any user with no programming skills couldin-
duce an accurate Web wrapper from few example pages [2]. In
2002, AskOnce committed version 4, where the wrapper architec-
ture was extended with the maintenance component [4]. In 2004,
the AskOnce content integrator has been acquired by Documentum
to become a part of ECI Services [9]. Currently, ECI wrappersare
deployed in more than 100 full Documentum installations in Eu-
rope and the United States serving 100,000 to 150,000 users.

Among Web content providers solicited by ECI clients, some
do cooperate with content integrators by offering an accessto data
through the Web services, XForm querying, XML publishing or
RSS feeding. However, a vast majority of domain-specific Web
providers do not cooperate with integrators; they target the human
visitors only and support the conventional mechanisms of PHP/CGI
querying and human-oriented HTML publishing.

We analyze the commercial performance of Web wrappers over
31 months, from June 2003 to December 2005, including the mi-
gration from version 3 to version 4. We benefit from a unique op-
portunity of accessing reports on wrapper tests run daily during the
whole period of commercial deployment. The daily reports account
for a total of 2,200,000 tests for about 500 wrappers. To our best
knowledge, this is the first attempt of conducting such a study.

Since wrappers are deployed in a large-scale environment and
communicate with non-cooperative sites, ECI-4 pays a particular
attention to the wrapper maintenance. Once a wrapper production
platform became operational, the creation of wrapper instances for
a majority of Web providers represents an important but one-time
investment. Instead, in the content integrator life cycle,the wrap-
per maintenance cost is considerably superior to the initial invest-
ment in the wrapper creation. The goal of the wrapper maintenance
component consists in reducing the maintenance cost but still guar-
anteeing the top quality of extracted data.

The second issue of our study is how wrapper technologies get
accommodated to the commercial deployment context. The hu-



man factor and the commercial deployment policy reveal specific
requirements of scalability, an optimal quality control, etc. We dis-
cuss them and their impact on the ECI technology.

2. ECI ADAPTER MECHANISM
Documentum Enterprise Content Integration (ECI) services[9]

is a content integration middleware that provides one-query access
to the Intranet and Internet content resources. ECI services en-
hance enterprise’s solutions in place without imposing anychange
and respect native security policies. The ECI functionalities include
search, synthesis, sharing and integrating information, dynamic lin-
guistic clustering, personalized ranking, cross-lingualsearch, sched-
uled queries and notification [9]. The ECI Adapter technology of-
fers an interface to any content resource, including the mechanism
of query mapping capabilities, data and metadata extraction from
semistructured Web pages. It represents a unique frameworkfor
rapid adapter production and maintenance.

The current adapter library [8] covers content providers (Fac-
tiva, Lexis Nexis), Web providers full-text engines (Verity, Por-
talOne, MS Index Server, etc.), enterprise repositories for Doc-
umentum products, Lotus Notes, Lotus Domino, MS SiteServer,
MS Exchange, Oracle, JDBC/ODBC, etc. It also packs available
adapters in domain-specific “bundles”. Currently, bundlesof 10 to
30 adapters are available for aerospace, computer and pharmaceu-
tical industries, science, legislation and some other domains.

3. WRAPPER TECHNOLOGY
Wrapping Web providers is a special case of the information

extraction (IE) problem. Web pages processed by wrappers are
more structured that pages processed by conventional IE methods
that target unstructured text like FAQ or seminar announces[11].
Instead, wrappers often can achieve a high accuracy of informa-
tion extraction, with both precision and recall being as least 98%,
whereas such a high accuracy is often unreachable with IE from
plain text. The high accuracy is critical in data integration and Se-
mantic Web solutions since the extracted data is often entailed with
sophisticated post-processing operations, like an answerrating or a
database-like join operation, which are very sensitive to inaccurate
data. In the following,Web wrappingwill refer toa highly accurate
information extraction from HTML pages.

A majority of wrapper techniques assume that no changes can
happen to the pages; as consequence, wrappers often become brittle
when, for some reasons, the page mark-up or structure is changed.
The wrapper maintenance is challenging in cases when provider
pages undergo massive and sweeping modifications, due to a com-
plete redesign. In much more frequent cases ofconcept shift, provider’s
pages undergolocal and small changes. It is therefore important
that a wrapper platform includes maintenance components capable
to recover from small changes.

Theautomatic wrapper maintenanceensures the robustness of a
wrapper under the assumption of small changes. When a provider
changes the page format, the wrapper runs in an error and triggers
the recovery procedure which attempts to resume the information
extraction and repair the wrapper. It is common to distinguish be-
tween two sequential maintenance steps,extraction recoveryand
wrapper repairing[13]. The extraction recovery resumes the label-
ing of tokens in a page; it is aimed at extracting as much relevant
data as possible. The wrapper repairing becomes possible only if
the recovery went successfully; pages in the new format can be
automatically re-labeled and extraction rules can be re-learned to
match the new page format.

The wrapper maintenance in ECI-4 is based on the ensemble

principle [7]. Ensembles of classifiers (views) are more accurate
than individual classifiers, provided that the individual classifiers
are independent(their errors are uncorrelated) andaccurate(error
rates are better than a random guess). While the accuracy of aclas-
sifier depends on chosen learning methods, the independenceof
classifiers can be ensured if different and uncorrelated features are
selected to build the classifiers [7].

For the view independence, ECI considers two disjoint sets of
contextandcontentfeatures. A context feature of a token in HTML
characterizes its surroundings, that is, tags and tokens that precede
(prefix) or follow the token (suffix). Instead, content features char-
acterize the string itself, like the token length or number of words.

Figure 1: ECI wrapper architecture.

Figure 1 shows the ECI wrapper architecture with three major
components,Generation, Deployment andRecovery. A
wrapper life cycle begins in theGeneration component, with
labeling sample HTML pages fetched from a given Web provider.
Then, an induction method generalizes the labeled pages into a
wrapper instance which is used inDeployment component to
process any new provider’s page. All data extracted by the wrapper
gets validated. If the provider changes format of HTML pages, the
wrapper can fail to complete the data extraction. In such a case,
an extraction recovery procedure tries to extract as many data as
possible from the page. A successful recovery results in automatic
re-labeling of new pages which can be used to generate a new wrap-
per version that accommodates the new page format.

3.1 Wrapper induction and recovery
The wrapper induction in ECI is a special case ofsequential

learning [6], where an input sequence of tokens is labeled with
a sequence of labels from a setL. ECI develops alternative and
redundant views of pages; these views are useful for the recovery
in the case of concept shift. Three alternative views on the sequen-
tial learning, given by 1) aforward transducerwhich parses the
input file from the beginning to the end, 2) abackward transducer,
parsing the file in the opposite direction, and 3) acontent classifier.

Forward transducers. The basic ECI wrapper component has a
form of string transduction, where input sequences of tokens from
set T are transduced in output sequences over a label setL. In
regular transducers, consuming an input token does not necessar-
ily lead to emitting an output symbol, because of facing multiple
emission choices in transducer states; in such cases the emission is



postponed till reaching a state where the ambiguity is resolved. ECI
transducers extends the transducer induction in [15] and represents
transducers as sets of extraction rules [3].

Backward transducers. Backward transducers are an alterna-
tive view on HTML pages processed by a wrapper. A backward
transducer scans a file backward; its extraction rules use optimal
and minimal set oflabeled sufficesandunlabeled prefixesto uniquely
label textual tokens. Like the forward transducerTrforw, the back-
ward transducerTrback is partial and can run in error when the
format changes. However, it would fail at positions different from
those where the forward transducer would. Therefore, backward
extraction rules can help complete information extractionin posi-
tions where the forward wrapper fails.

Content classifier.To classify textual tokens by content features
only, ECI extracts a setFC of k=54 content features, including
42 syntactic and 12 semantic ones.Syntactic featuresinclude the
token length, word counts, density of digits, and standard delim-
iters (comma, semicolon, dot, etc.).Semantic featurescount typed
components of textual tokens, such as proper names, url and time
strings and noun phrases.

Content classifierC is trained on the content features of textual
tokens in sample pages. Any of existing techniques for classifier
generation can be used here; ECI uses decision trees available with
Weka package [16]. For textual tokent, classifierC returns a pair
C(t) =(lc,pr) wherelc is the most probable label fort, lc ∈ L and
pr is its probability. Similarly,C(t, l) returns the probability of
labeling tokent with l.

The content classifierC validates information extracted by the
forward transducer in the basic page parse. If, for the current token
t, Trforw finds a matching rule with labellTr, t is labeled with
lTr only if C validateslTr by observing content features oft, for
some threshold validation value,C(t, lTr) ≥ thV al.

Multi-scan recovery. The recovery algorithm is multi-scan, it
combines the forward and backward transducers with the content
classifier and tries to takes an advantage of each view in the most
appropriate manner [4]. The recovery algorithm starts by scanning
a page from the place where the parsing error took place. It keeps
probing the transducerTrforw with a current tokent; if Trforw

finds a matching rule with labellw, t is labeled withlw iff C val-
idates the label. If an error occurs,C provides the most probable
labellc for t. If the confidence oflc is superior to a given threshold
value thRec, t is labeled withlc, otherwiset remains unlabeled.
The algorithm switches the scan direction and tries to labelnot yet
labeled textual tokens probing their context with forward and back-
ward wrappers and content classifiers. Algorithm stops whennone
of the tokens is labeled during the last scan.

Content classifierC plays a double role in the recovery algo-
rithm and intervenes with two threshold parameters. The valida-
tion thresholdthV al confirms the label choice done by the forward
transducer, and therefore it is lower that recovery threshold thRec

in cases when the transducer runs in error and labeling decision is
made only by the content view,thV al < thRec.

The recovery can trigger the automatic wrapper repairing ifthe
recovery went well and all tokens have been labeled with a given
threshold of accuracy. It can then automatically re-label sample
pages and use them as input to the automatic re-train the wrapper.

4. DEPLOYMENT AND TESTING
The ECI adapters reside in central and client repositories.Client

adapters operate independently from the central storage, they can
evolve through the automatic maintenance and repairing procedures.
In the case of visible problems with adapters, the client downloads
the correct and up-to-date adapter instances from the central repos-

itory. Optionally, new versions can be uploaded automatically.
The central repository maintains fully operational and correct

adapters. To maintain all wrappers and to promptly detect possible
concept shifts, all working wrapper instances in the central repos-
itory are tested once a day, at midnight (GMT+1). Each wrapper
instance is tested with a series of associated queries. Eachquery
can return multiple pages for which it deploys a number of associ-
ated wrappers. There are three possible status given to a test:

Success:the wrapper completes the data extraction from answer
pages and extracted data satisfies validation criteria. The
success status can be achieved either by the basic parse or
through applying the recovery procedure.

Error: the wrapper fails to complete the extraction process, even
after the recovery.

Failure: the wrapper successfully completes the extraction pro-
cess, but extracted data does not meet post-processing con-
straints set by the designer.

Constraints that cause the failure status are set by the designer
upon the wrapper output. The most frequent case is a condition on
the number of answers to be returned. If the provider returnsless
answers than expected, this triggers the failure status.

The failure status can be caused by any communication dysfunc-
tion between the ECI integration platform and a multitude ofWeb
providers. ECI distinguish between internal and external causes.
Internal causes come from other adapter components, like a query
translation, for example, due to a change in the provider’s query
language. External causes of the failure status include unavailable
service or long delays at provider’s side, and network traffic.

The maintenance charges are distributed among members of ECI
team, with the same person being responsible for both the wrapper
creation and its further maintenance. In the case of error and fail-
ure, the wrapper designer receives an alert and test details. The
designer may take no action if she considers the wrapper opera-
tional (false alert). If the situation is considered as a concept shift,
she makes the wrapper evolve.

Thewrapper evolutioncan be done in one of two modes. In the
evolutionary mode, the wrapper training set is extended with new
pages (where the errors were reported), without removing the pre-
vious pages. In thebreakout mode, the wrapper is created from
scratch. The decision on the evolution mode is left to the wrapper
designer. The evolutionary mode requires less time and often repre-
sents a sufficient remedy for small format changes, as an important
number of extraction rules may remain valid. Often, a high recov-
ery performance is a clear indication for a minor concept change.
Instead, a low recovery performance indicates an importantchange
and is often followed by inferring the wrapper from new pagesonly.

The wrapper algorithms in Section 3.1 address the core require-
ments to Web wrappers, namely, their expressiveness, adaptability
and automatic maintenance. They are rather sufficient for research
prototypes and modest wrapper collections. However, in thecon-
text of the large-scale commercial deployment, the ECI teamfound
it important to impose two additional requirements:

Scalability: with a growing number of wrappers to maintain, the
set of parameters controlling the wrapper performance should
not depend on the wrapper number.

Easy quality control: the technology should allow an easy adap-
tation and a smart support in the wrapper quality control.

To meet the deployment requirements, ECI-4 wrappers under-
went certain adjustments. The target wrapper accuracy level was



set to 98%. The tokenization and feature selection remain specific
to each wrapper, in order to ensure its optimal adaptation tothe
providers’ formats. The major adjustment concerns the two thresh-
old parametersthV al andthRec controlling the basic scan and the
recovery procedure for each wrapper. Since controlling individual
threshold values represents a high burden to the support team, the
thresholds are set the same values for all wrappers. For the admin-
istrator, these thresholds offer a powerful and simple mechanism to
globally control the wrapper performance and maintenance,in the
function of quality criteria for a given installation.

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the WCI wrapper performance using

the daily wrapper test reports. For ECI-3, we dispose 418 daily
reports covering the period from June 1st, 2003 to October 31st,
2004. They account for a total of 611,987 test queries, with an
average of 1464.1 tests per day and 11.6 tests per wrapper. For
ECI-4, 598 daily reports cover the period from February 1st,2004
to December 31st, 2005. In total, they account for 487,558 queries,
with an average of 843.36 tests per day and 6.03 tests per wrapper.

ECI-3 reports included only the necessary information (global
query status, execution time and wrapper version). During the mi-
gration from version 3 to version 4, the daily reports have been ex-
tended with detailed statistics on the wrapper performancefor each
page processed by the wrapper. In total, tests covered 2,262,735
pages with a minimum 1 page and a maximum 107 pages per query.
Additionally, each entry reports whether the recovery was called,
and if so, the accuracy of information extraction before andafter
the recovery. Finally, we could access the internal representation of
wrapper components (in their latest versions) to analyze the trans-
ducers and the content classifiers.

Figure 2: The wrapper set evolution (the total and new ver-
sions) for ECI-3 and ECI-4.

5.1 Wrappers and new versions

We start with a global view on the wrapper evolution for both
versions. The major challenge of moving from ECI-3 to ECI-4 was
the maintenance effort reduction. The permanent changes and the
brittleness of wrappers in ECI-3 led to extending the basic wrapper
architecture with the recovery component in ECI-4.

The main maintenance cost can be expressed in the number of
new wrapper versions. Figure 2 presents a global view on the wrap-
per maintenance effort for both versions 3 and 4. The figure reports
the total number of wrappers growing over months, and the number
of new versions for existing wrappers committed monthly. Both ab-
solute and normalized numbers (per 100 wrappers) of new versions
are reported. The transition period of migrating ECI-3 wrappers to
version 4 lasted 9 months, from April 2004 till October 2004 when
the maintenance of ECI-3 wrappers was discontinued. As the fig-
ure suggests, the migration allowedto reduce the number of new
versions from 21.2 to 7.3(per month and per 100 wrappers).

5.2 Wrapper components
Out of 214 wrappers deployed at least once with ECI-4, we have

selected eight top groups with wrappers present in at least 20% of
daily tests. The eight selected groups areAerospace (7 wrap-
pers),Computer (9),General (8),Health (8),Library (4),
Regulation (15),News (2) andScience (11). Below we ana-
lyze the wrapper components. We report on the size of forwardand
backward transducers (the number of rules), the average confidence
of content views and the number of classes.

Figure 3: The size of forward transducers versus the number
of classes.

Wrappers in selected groups extract data of 1 to 18 classes, with
the average of 7.1 classes per wrapper. Forward transducershave
28 to 240 states (see Figure 3), with an average of 85.7 rules per
wrapper. For backward transducers, the corresponding numbers
are 32, 405 and 109.9. The confidence of content classifiers vary
between 71.7% and 100%.

As Figure 3 suggests, there exists a strong correlation between
the transducer size and the class number. The more classes, the
more rules are needed to disambiguate the class choice from the
context. Similarly, Figure 4 shows that the confidence of content
classifiers decreases with the number of classes.

A different look at the wrapper components in Figure 5 confirms
the observed phenomenon. It shows that a larger size of a forward
transducer correlates with a lower prediction power from the con-
tent, since both views describe a more complex problem. In other
words, for small and simple Web sites, if the concept shift breaks
the forward transducer, the content classifier and backwardtrans-
ducer have good chances to accomplish the extraction process. In-
stead, for complex sites, even their joint deployment in thecase of



Figure 4: The number of classes versus the confidence of con-
tent classifiers.

concept shift may be still insufficient to achieve the 98% level.

Figure 5: The size of forward transducers versus the confidence
of content classifier.

5.3 Daily recovery performance
The wrapper recovery procedure (see Section 3.1) brings an im-

portant additional value to the wrapper performance, by increasing
their robustness in cases of concept shifts and reducing by 65% the
number of human interventions in all commercial installations.

We start by analyzing the Google wrapper which suffered the
most from concept shifts; it represents by far the largest number
of new versions committed in ECI-4. The initial version was a
product of migration from ECI-3, then 18 new versions have been
committed since February 2004 to December 2005.

In Figure 6 we plot the day-to-day performance of the Google
wrapper. Figure 6.a shows the success, error and failure ratios and
Figure 6.b show the basic scan and recovery performance. In both
plots, we trace the emission of new versions.

The analysis shows that the emission of a new version is often
caused by a sharp drop in the wrapper performance, in particu-

lar, when Google pages underwent important changes in April-June
2004, often invisible to the human eye. Then, for a long period, the
top performance of the recovery procedure (superior to 99%)co-
existed with an important error ratio (around 8%). So, several new
versions have been committed, with a goal of improving the basic
transducer and reducing the number of recovery calls and test er-
rors. The last important change took place in September 2005. All
wrapper updates are realized in the evolutionary mode, by adding
new queries and new annotated pages to the existing trainingset.
Consequently, the number of tests grew from 26 in February 2004
to 39 in December 2005.

Figure 6: The daily performance of Google wrapper; a) suc-
cesses, errors and failures; b) basic scan and recovery perfor-
mance.

Figure 7 plots the day-to-day performance of 214 wrappers in
ECI-4. The average failure ratio is about 3%; it remained stable
during the testing period, with an exception of few startingmonths
of migration from the previous version.

The error ratio varies around 7%. The fluctuation of values are
characteristic to any open or noisy systems, with several impor-
tant performance drops at the beginning of the testing period. In
Figure 7.b, we show the accumulative scan and recovery perfor-
mance, which particularly suffered during the migration period be-
fore achieving the optimal performance level.

5.4 Global recovery performance
We conclude the analysis by the global performance of the re-

covery algorithm. We estimate the impact the recovery has onthe
final wrapper accuracy. In Figure 8 we present the two-dimensional
grid wherex andy axes show five ranges of the wrapper accuracy
before (x axe) and after the recovery (y axe). The value in a cell
[x,y] indicates the percentage of wrapper tests happened in range
x before recovery and in rangey after recovery.

Five selected ranges are [0,90[, [90,95[, [95,98[, [98,100[ and
[100]. The largest value (71.2%) goes to the cell ([100],[100]),
where the basis transducer performs well and no recovery wascalled
for. For 11.5% of parses, the extraction was less than 100% but



Figure 7: Daily wrapper and recovery performance for ECI-4.

more than 98%, and 93.9% of them have been recovered to 100%.
A similar situation takes place for other ranges. In general, 28.8%

parses failed to achieve 100%, and the recovery managed to achieve
100% result for 77.8% of them. Similarly, out of 17.3% of tests that
failed to reach the 98% level, the recovery helped 82.6% to achieve
98%, and 67.1% to achieve 100%. Only 4.0% of tests remained
under 98% after the recovery.

Figure 8: Recovery performance for ECI-4, by ranges.

5.5 False positives and false negatives
A false negative(or false alarm) occurs when a wrapper test re-

ports a problem whereas none exists in reality. With an exception of
internal causes (see Section 4), a majority of failures are caused by

provider access and network traffic problems; they are of a volatile
nature and are thereforefalse failures. A false error often occurs
due to insufficient wrapper training or a really complex Web site.
An unexpected variation in the page structure would run the trans-
ducers in error and the content classifier would be unable to recover
the extraction process.

A false positiveoccurs when a wrapper test reports a success,
whereas the wrapper extracts data incorrectly. The wrappertest
fails to detect an important shift and does not alert the designer.
This may happen when a context of a token confuses the transducer
and triggers a wrong rule which then fits the validation thresh-
old. Luckily, such a combination happens rarely and was never
observed in ECI-4. The second cause is due to incorrectly anno-
tated sample pages used for wrapper induction. If, for some rea-
sons, a badly annotated sample is included in the training set, it can
generate a rule that extracts wrong results from new pages. This
appears particularly dangerous in the automatic wrapper repairing,
where the recovery manages to complete the extraction from test
pages and certifies the newly annotated pages as a new training set
for inferring a new wrapper version.

A reasonable trade-off between false positives and false nega-
tives can be achieved by tuning the recovery algorithm and alarm
criteria. To ensure the wrapper quality, the ECI deploymentpolicy
is made more restrictive with respect to false positives, however
at the risk of introducing more false alarms. The ECI deployment
policy includes the following rules of thumbs:

Recovery parameters.The basic transducers appear to be very
accurate with few or none false positives. Instead, the pre-
dictive power of content classifiers vary considerably over
the entire set of wrappers. In order to meet the scalabil-
ity requirement and keep one global valuethV al, the de-
cision was made to set it lower that was initially recom-
mended in [4]. Similarly, after multiple iterations, the re-
covery threshold valuethRec was set to 0.86.

Automatic wrapper repairing. An important decision was made
of disallowing the automatic wrapper repairing at the central
repository, because of a high risk of false positives. The auto-
matic repairing remains activated at client repositories.If an
automatically repaired version fails to correctly accomplish
the extraction task, the client can retrieve a better controlled
version from the central repository.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented an analysis of ECI wrapper technology de-

ployed in Documentum commercial installations. ECI wrappers
deploy a multi-view approach to data extraction from Web pages
published by content providers. A set of about 1100 daily wrapper
reports collected over 31 months has been used to evaluate the per-
formance of ECI wrappers. In our analysis, we address the issue
of wrapper robustness under concept shifts and we pay a particular
attention to the maintenance effort reduction. Additionally, we dis-
cuss requirements imposed by the large-scale deployment context,
such as scalability and easy quality control, and how they influence
the technology tuning and customization.
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